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“Dad, Uncle, Grandpa Third, Grandpa Fourth~”

“You guys are really kind to Luo Er.”

“Luo’er is really touched if you can come and help Luo’er personally, and help Luo’er.”

“I promise, I will be filial to you in the future~”

Wei Luo’s eyes were filled with tears, and he was so moved.

As the so-called adversity sees the true love, at critical moments, you still have to rely on
these blood relatives.

“But I’ll say thank you when you go home.”

“Dad, uncle, hurry up and kill that stinky boy first.”

“He not only killed Uncle Wang, but also broke your son’s leg, and he despised our Wei
family.”

“He should die, Dad~”

Wei Luo couldn’t wait, and after a few words, he urged his father to do it.

He already desperately wanted to see Mark kneeling down and begging for mercy.

However, what puzzled everyone was that the Wei family seemed to have not heard
these words of Wei Luo and turned a deaf ear to it.

Wei Chen, the head of the Wei family, didn’t even look at Wei Luo, but just stood there.

“Uncle, everyone is gone.”

“Except for the old, the weak and the sick.”

“There are more than 130 core members of the Wei family, all of them are here.”



At this time, a pretty woman came over and reported to Wei Chenhui.

This woman is no one else, but the eldest princess of the Wei family, Wei Lu.

Originally, Wei Chen didn’t intend to bring Wei Lu over during this trip.

This is a fierce and dangerous trip, and we don’t know the life or death. Why should Wei
Lu, a girl, follow the adventure.

But Wei Lu’s insistence could not be overcome.

In desperation, Wei Lu became the only woman from the Wei family on this trip.

“Great!”

Wei Chen’s face was expressionless, only one good word was returned.

Then, he turned his head, looked forward, and asked in a deep voice, “I don’t know who
is King Gritsberg, Mr. Chu?”

Wei Chen’s words were powerful and thick as a mountain.

In an instant, the entire estate echoed.

Denren Ye, Xu Lei and others became nervous at that time.

They know that the time for tit-for-tat is about to come.

“Haha~”

“Dad, what shit Gritsberg King.”

“He’s a humble country boy, just a nasty bastard.”

“Calling him Mr. Chu, it’s too much praise for him.”

Wei Luo knew that his father was about to do it, and he was overjoyed.

Then he stretched his finger to the front somewhere: “Dad, second uncle, he is Mark.”

“He is the brat who offended the dignity of my Wei family and broke my legs.”

“Please father, avenge my son!”

….

“Uncle Wei, please call the shots for us~” Xu Meifeng also followed and begged.



Xu Wenqing and the Xu family also echoed: “Yes, Patriarch Wei.”

“He is the so-called King Gritsberg!”

“Master Luo, was hurt by him.”

“The members of the Wei family were also killed by him~”

“He really deserves to die~”

For a time, the hustle and bustle died.

All the people in the house asked the Wei family to kill Mark.

Under the identification of Wei Luo and others, Wei Chen and others’ eyes slowly swept
across the crowd.

In the end, it fell on a teenager.

Wei Chen and the others were slightly surprised, then lifted their steps and walked in the
direction where the young man was.

“Haha~”

“Mark, Mark, your death date is here.”

“This time, how can I see you playing?”

Seeing the people in his family started to do something, Wei Luo suddenly smiled
wantonly, looking at Mark’s gaze, as if looking at a dead body.

“That’s it.”

“King Gritsberg, your era is over.”

Xu Wenqing shook his head and smiled. The Xu family looked at Mark with pity.

As the Wei family approached, the atmosphere here became more solemn.

In the end, Denren Ye clenched her palms, Xu Lei’s nervous palms were sweating coldly,
and Xue Renyang and others’ expressions gradually became solemn.

The atmosphere is almost depressing, making it hard to breathe.

Finally, Wei Chen and his party arrived in front of Mark.

Just when everyone thought that a storm was about to break out.



Who could have imagined that the next moment, a dull rumbling sound shocked
everyone.

Wei Chen knelt down.

Chapter 3037

Wei Chen’s kneeling was shocking.

At that time, Xu Wenqing waited for the Xu family to be stunned.

Wei Luo and Xu Meifeng were also stagnant.

“This…what’s the situation?”

“My father, why did he kneel on the ground suddenly?”

“Could it be that the leg is broken?”

Wei Luo frowned, full of doubts.

Denren Ye and others were also puzzled.

But then, Wei Guang, the second head of the Wei family, also knelt down.

With a boom, the audience was stagnant.
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Just when everyone present was bewildered, another person stepped forward, and also
bowed respectfully in front of Mark.

With these three people taking the lead, it is like a huge boulder falling into the sea,
setting off huge waves in the world.

In an instant, more and more people came up and more and more people knelt down.

Until the end, all the members of the Wei family who rushed to Gritsberg by special
plane, without exception, all bowed their knees and knelt at the feet of Mark.

Looking around, there are hundreds of people kneeling down.

They are like pilgrims, with the most pious posture and the most respectful tone,
respectfully bowing to the smiling young man sitting on top of the tea.

“Mr. Chu is here!”



“It was my Wei family who had no eyes and offended the real person.”

“To lead the Wei family for Wei Chente, come to bear Jing and plead!”

“Please also Mr. Chu, be punished!”

When everyone knelt down, Wei Chen, as the head of the Wei family, naturally took the
lead in speaking.

As the voice of respect and humility echoed, Wei Chen’s forehead fell heavily.

With a bang, how great the strength was, and the whole hall trembled three times.

After Wei Chen buckled, Wei Guang followed closely, and a respectful voice
immediately sounded: “Please Mr. Chu, be punished!”

…..

“Please Mr. Chu, punish!”

…..

“Please Mr. Chu, punish~”

…..

As the saying goes, one stone stirs up a thousand waves.

Under the leadership of the two heads of the Wei family, the entire senior Wei family
bowed their heads and worshiped in fear.

The voices of worship one after another converge.

Like an ocean storm, it swept past the entire Xujia Manor.

At this moment, the audience was shocked.

Wei Luo was stunned, Xu Meifeng’s eyes widened.

Xu Wenqing and others in the Xu family almost cracked their eyes.

Even Denren Ye, Xu Lei and others, on their pretty faces, were filled with panic.

The world is almost quiet at this time.

In the hall of Nuo University, only the respectful and panic voices of the Wei family can’t
help echoing.



“Why… how could this be?”

Everyone has been dumbfounded.

Especially Xu Wenqing’s brain is blank.

Before Xu Wenqing, he thought that the arrival of the Wei family would completely end
Mark’s life.

But who could have thought that the final result would be like this?

Thinking of this, Xu Wenqing’s old face was extremely pale.

He staggered a few steps unconsciously, and finally he squatted to the ground without
supporting himself.

The clansmen beside him hurried over to help, but Xu Wenqing was full of despair.

“It’s over~”

“Our Xu family, this time is completely over~”

Xu Wenqing sighed sadly.

Can the Wei family Patriarch bring the whole family to bear Jing to plead guilty, one can
imagine, what kind of weight does Mark have?

Even the Wei family can’t match Mark’s majesty, so how can they talk about the Xu
family?

What’s more, as early as the Yanqi Lake battle, their Xu family was already defeated by
Mark’s men.

I thought that this time I could take advantage of the Wei family’s power to reverse the
situation.

But the facts undoubtedly slapped them in the face severely.

This is true even for the Xu family, let alone Wei Luo.

It can be said that Wei Luo himself is the one who has suffered the most in the scene
before him.

He thought that when the family members came, he would have a backing, his hatred
would be avenged, and Mark would be dead.

But who would have thought that God made such a big joke on him.



It turned out that his father came here with such a big battle, not to give him a head start,
but to plead Mark.

But how is this possible?
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